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Preface

Statistical Learning Theory now plays a more active role� after the general analysis

of learning processes� the research in the area of synthesis of optimal algorithms was

started� These studies� however� do not belong to history yet� They are a subject of

today�s research activities�

Vladimir Vapnik ������

The Support Vector Machine has recently been introduced as a new technique for

solving a variety of learning and function estimation problems� During a workshop

at the annual Neural Information Processing Systems �NIPS� conference� held in

Breckenridge� Colorado in December ����� a snapshot of the state of the art in

Support Vector learning was recorded� A variety of people helped in this� among

them our co�organizer L�eon Bottou� the NIPS workshop chairs Steve Nowlan and

Rich Zemel� and all the workshop speakers and attendees who contributed to lively

discussions� After the workshop� we decided that it would be worthwhile to invest

some time to have the snapshot printed�

We invited all the speakers as well as other researchers to submit papers for this

collection� and integrated the results into the present book� We believe that it covers

the full range of current Support Vector research at an early point in time� This

is possible for two reasons� First� the 	eld of SV learning is in its early �and thus

exciting� days� Second� this book gathers expertise from all contributers� whom

we wholeheartedly thank for all the work they have put into our joint e
ort� Any

single person trying to accomplish this task would most likely have failed� either

by writing a book which is less comprehensive� or by taking more time to complete

the book�

It is our hope that this outweighs the shortcomings of the book� most notably the

fact that a collection of chapters can never be as homogeneous as a book conceived

by a single person� We have tried to compensate for this by the selection and

refereeing process of the submissions� In addition� we have written an introductory

chapter describing the SV algorithm in some detail �chapter ��� and added a

roadmap �chapter �� which describes the actual contributions which are to follow

in chapters  through ���

Bernhard Sch�olkopf� Christopher J�C� Burges� Alexander J� Smola

Berlin� Holmdel� July ����
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� Introduction to Support Vector Learning

The goal of this chapter� which describes the central ideas of SV learning� is twofold�

First� we want to provide an introduction for readers unfamiliar with this 	eld�

Second� this introduction serves as a source of the basic equations for the chapters

of this book� For more exhaustive treatments� we refer the interested reader to

Vapnik ������� Sch�olkopf ������� Burges �������

��� Learning Pattern Recognition from Examples

Let us start with the problem of learning how to recognize patterns� Formally� we

want to estimate a function f � RN � f��g using input�output training dataTraining

Data
�x�� y��� � � � � �x�� y�� � RN � f��g� �����

such that f will correctly classify unseen examples �x� y�� i�e� f�x� � y for examples

�x� y� that were generated from the same underlying probability distribution P �x� y�

as the training data� If we put no restriction on the class of functions that we choose

our estimate f from� however� even a function which does well on the training

data� e�g� by satisfying f�xi� � yi for all i � �� � � � � �� need not generalize well

to unseen examples� To see this� note that for each function f and any test setTest

Data ��x�� �y��� � � � � ��x��� �y��� � R
N � f��g� satisfying f�x�� � � � � �x��g � fx�� � � � �x�g � fg�

there exists another function f� such that f��xi� � f�xi� for all i � �� � � � � ��

yet f���xi� �� f��xi� for all i � �� � � � � ��� As we are only given the training data�

we have no means of selecting which of the two functions �and hence which of the

completely di
erent sets of test outputs� is preferable� Hence� only minimizing the

training error �or empirical risk��Empirical

Risk

Remp�f � �
�

�

�X
i��

�

�
jf�xi�� yij� �����

does not imply a small test error �called risk�� averaged over test examples drawnRisk

from the underlying distribution P �x� y��

R�f � �

Z
�

�
jf�x�� yj dP �x� y�� �����

Statistical learning theory �Vapnik and Chervonenkis� ����� Vapnik� ������ or VC

�Vapnik�Chervonenkis� theory� shows that it is imperative to restrict the class of
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functions that f is chosen from to one which has a capacity that is suitable for

the amount of available training data� VC theory provides bounds on the test

error� The minimization of these bounds� which depend on both the empirical

risk and the capacity of the function class� leads to the principle of structural risk

minimization �Vapnik� ������ The best�known capacity concept of VC theory is the

VC dimension� de	ned as the largest number h of points that can be separated inVC dimension

all possible ways using functions of the given class �cf� chapter ��� An example of

a VC bound is the following� if h � � is the VC dimension of the class of functions

that the learning machine can implement� then for all functions of that class� with

a probability of at least �� �� the bound

R��� � Remp��� � �

�
h

�
�

log���

�

�
�����

holds� where the con	dence term � is de	ned as

�

�
h

�
�

log���

�

�
�

s
h
�
log ��

h
� �
�� log�����

�
� �����

Tighter bounds can be formulated in terms of other concepts� such as the annealed

VC entropy or the Growth function� These are usually considered to be harder

to evaluate �cf�� however� chapter ��� but they play a fundamental role in the

conceptual part of VC theory �Vapnik� ������ Alternative capacity concepts that

can be used to formulate bounds include the fat shattering dimension� cf� chapter ��

The bound ����� deserves some further explanatory remarks� Suppose we wanted

to learn a �dependency� where P �x� y� � P �x� � P �y�� i�e� where the pattern x

contains no information about the label y� with uniform P �y�� Given a training

sample of 	xed size� we can then surely come up with a learning machine which

achieves zero training error �provided we have no examples contradicting each

other�� However� in order to reproduce the random labellings� this machine will

necessarily require a large VC dimension h� Thus� the con	dence term ������

increasing monotonically with h� will be large� and the bound ����� will not support

possible hopes that due to the small training error� we should expect a small test

error� This makes it understandable how ����� can hold independent of assumptions

about the underlying distribution P �x� y�� it always holds �provided that h � ���

but it does not always make a nontrivial prediction � a bound on an error rate

becomes void if it is larger than the maximum error rate� In order to get nontrivial

predictions from ������ the function space must be restricted such that the capacity

�e�g� VC dimension� is small enough �in relation to the available amount of data��

��� Hyperplane Classi�ers

To design learning algorithms� one thus needs to come up with a class of functions

whose capacity can be computed� Vapnik and Lerner ����� and Vapnik and
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��� Hyperplane Classi�ers �

Chervonenkis ������ considered the class of hyperplanes

�w � x� � b � � w � R
N � b � R� �����

corresponding to decision functions

f�x� � sgn��w � x� � b�� ���	�

and proposed a learning algorithm for separable problems� termed the Generalized

Portrait� for constructing f from empirical data� It is based on two facts� First�

among all hyperplanes separating the data� there exists a unique one yielding the

maximum margin of separation between the classes�Optimal

Hyperplane
max
w�b

minfkx� xik � x � RN � �w � x� � b � �� i � �� � � � � �g� ���
�

Second� the capacity decreases with increasing margin�

.
w

{x | (w  x) + b = 0}.

{x | (w  x) + b = −1}.
{x | (w  x) + b = +1}.

x2
x1

Note:

(w  x1) + b = +1
(w  x2) + b = −1

=>       (w  (x1−x2)) =   2

=> (x1−x2)   =
w

||w||( )

.

.

.
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❍
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Figure ��� A binary classi	cation toy problem� separate balls from diamonds� The

optimal hyperplane is orthogonal to the shortest line connecting the convex hulls of

the two classes �dotted�� and intersects it half�way between the two classes� The

problem being separable� there exists a weight vector w and a threshold b such that

yi � ��w � xi� � b� � � �i � �� � � � � ��� Rescaling w and b such that the point�s� closest

to the hyperplane satisfy j�w � xi� � bj � �� we obtain a canonical form �w� b� of the

hyperplane� satisfying yi���w�xi��b� � �� Note that in this case� the margin� measured

perpendicularly to the hyperplane� equals ��kwk� This can be seen by considering

two points x��x� on opposite sides of the margin� i�e� �w �x���b � �� �w �x���b � ���

and projecting them onto the hyperplane normal vector w�kwk�
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To construct this Optimal Hyperplane �cf� 	gure ����� one solves the following

optimization problem�

minimize ��w� �
�

�
kwk� �����

subject to yi � ��w � xi� � b� 	 �� i � �� � � � � �� ������

This constrained optimization problem is dealt with by introducing Lagrange

multipliers �i 	 � and a LagrangianLagrangian

L�w� b��� �
�

�
kwk� �

�X
i��

�i �yi � ��xi �w� � b�� �� � ������

The Lagrangian L has to be minimized with respect to the primal variables

w and b and maximized with respect to the dual variables �i �i�e� a saddle

point has to be found�� Let us try to get some intuition for this� If a constraint

������ is violated� then yi � ��w � xi� � b� � � � �� in which case L can be

increased by increasing the corresponding �i� At the same time� w and b will

have to change such that L decreases� To prevent ��i �yi � ��w � xi� � b�� �� from

becoming arbitrarily large� the change in w and b will ensure that� provided the

problem is separable� the constraint will eventually be satis	ed� Similarly� one can

understand that for all constraints which are not precisely met as equalities� i�e�

for which yi � ��w � xi� � b� � � 	 �� the corresponding �i must be �� this is the

value of �i that maximizes L� The latter is the statement of the Karush�Kuhn�

Tucker complementarity conditions of optimization theory �Karush� ���� KuhnKKT

Conditions and Tucker� ����� Bertsekas� ������

The condition that at the saddle point� the derivatives of L with respect to the

primal variables must vanish�





b
L�w� b��� � ��





w
L�w� b��� � �� ������

leads to

�X
i��

�iyi � � ������

and

w �

�X
i��

�iyixi� ������

The solution vector thus has an expansion in terms of a subset of the training

patterns� namely those patterns whose �i is non�zero� called Support Vectors� BySupport Vector

the Karush�Kuhn�Tucker complementarity conditions

�i � �yi��xi �w� � b�� �� � �� i � �� � � � � �� ������

the Support Vectors lie on the margin �cf� 	gure ����� All remaining examples

of the training set are irrelevant� their constraint ������ does not play a role in

the optimization� and they do not appear in the expansion ������� This nicely
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��� Feature Spaces and Kernels �

captures our intuition of the problem� as the hyperplane �cf� 	gure ���� is completely

determined by the patterns closest to it� the solution should not depend on the other

examples�

By substituting ����� and ������ into L� one eliminates the primal variables and

arrives at the Wolfe dual of the optimization problem �e�g� Bertsekas� ������ 	nd

multipliers �i whichDual

Optimization

Problem maximize W ��� �

�X
i��

�i � �

�

�X
i�j��

�i�jyiyj�xi � xj� ������

subject to �i 	 �� i � �� � � � � �� and

�X
i��

�iyi � �� ����	�

The hyperplane decision function can thus be written as

f�x� � sgn

�
�X

i��

yi�i � �x � xi� � b

�
����
�

where b is computed using �������

The structure of the optimization problem closely resembles those that typically

arise in Lagrange�s formulation of mechanics �e�g� Goldstein� ������ Also there�

often only a subset of the constraints become active� For instance� if we keep a

ball in a box� then it will typically roll into one of the corners� The constraints

corresponding to the walls which are not touched by the ball are irrelevant� the

walls could just as well be removed�

Seen in this light� it is not too surprising that it is possible to give a mechanical

interpretation of optimal margin hyperplanes �Burges and Sch�olkopf� ������ If we

assume that each support vector xi exerts a perpendicular force of size �i and sign

yi on a solid plane sheet lying along the hyperplane� then the solution satis	es the

requirements of mechanical stability� The constraint ����� states that the forces

on the sheet sum to zero� and ������ implies that the torques also sum to zero� viaP
i xi � yi�i �w�kwk � w �w�kwk � ��

There are several theoretical arguments supporting the good generalization per�

formance of the optimal hyperplane �Vapnik and Chervonenkis ������� Vapnik

������� cf� chapters  and ��� In addition� it is computationally attractive� since

it can be constructed by solving a quadratic programming problem� But how can

this be generalized to the case of decision functions which� unlike ������ are nonlinear

in the data�

��� Feature Spaces and Kernels

To construct SV machines� the optimal hyperplane algorithm had to be augmented

by a method for computing dot products in feature spaces nonlinearly related to

input space �Aizerman et al�� ����� Boser et al�� ������ The basic idea is to map the

data into some other dot product space �called the feature space� F via a nonlinearFeature Space
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map

� � RN � F� ������

and perform the above linear algorithm in F �

For instance� suppose we are given patterns x � R
N where most information is

contained in the d�th order products �monomials� of entries xj of x� i�e� xj� � � � � �xjd �

where j�� � � � � jd � f�� � � � � Ng� In that case� we might prefer to extract these

monomial features 	rst� and work in the feature space F of all products of d entries�

This approach� however� fails for realistically sized problems� for N �dimensional

input patterns� there exist �N � d� �� ��d �N � �� � di
erent monomials� Already

�� � �� pixel input images �e�g� in character recognition� and a monomial degree

d � � yield a dimensionality of �����

This problem can be overcome by noticing that both the construction of the

optimal hyperplane in F �cf� ������� and the evaluation of the corresponding decision

function ������ only require the evaluation of dot products ���x� ���y��� and never

the mapped patterns ��x� in explicit form� This is crucial� since in some cases� the

dot products can be evaluated by a simple kernelMercer Kernel

k�x�y� � ���x� � ��y��� ������

For instance� the polynomial kernel

k�x�y� � �x � y�d ������

can be shown to correspond to a map � into the space spanned by all products of

exactly d dimensions of RN �Poggio ������� Boser et al� ������� Burges ������� for

a proof� see chapter ���� For d � � and x�y � R
� � e�g�� we have �Vapnik� �����

�x � y�� � �x��� x
�
��
p

� x�x���y�� � y
�
� �
p

� y�y��
� � ���x� � ��y��� ������

de	ning ��x� � �x��� x
�
��
p

� x�x���

By using k�x�y� � �x � y � c�d with c 	 �� we can take into account all product

of order up to d �i�e� including those of order smaller than d��

More generally� the following theorem of functional analysis shows that kernels

k of positive integral operators give rise to maps � such that ������ holds �Mercer�

����� Aizerman et al�� ����� Boser et al�� ������

Theorem ��� �Mercer�

If k is a continuous symmetric kernel of a positive integral operator T � i�e�

�Tf��y� �

Z
C

k�x�y�f�x� dx ������

withZ
C�C

k�x�y�f�x�f�y� dx dy 	 � ������

for all f � L��C� �C being a compact subset of RN �� it can be expanded in a

uniformly convergent series �on C�C� in terms of T �s eigenfunctions �j and positive
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eigenvalues �j �

k�x�y� �

NFX
j��

�j�j�x��j�y�� ������

where NF �
 is the number of positive eigenvalues�

Note that originally proven for the case where C � �a� b� �a � b � R�� this theorem

also holds true for general compact spaces �Dunford and Schwartz� �����

An equivalent way to characterize Mercer kernels is that they give rise to positive

matrices Kij �� k�xi�xj� for all fx�� � � � �x�g �Saitoh� ������ One of the implications

that need to be proven to show this equivalence follows from the fact that Kij is a

Gram matrix� for � � R
� � we have �� �K�� � kP�

i�� �i��xi�k� 	 ��

From ������� it is straightforward to construct a map � into a potentially in	nite�

dimensional l� space which satis	es ������� For instance� we may use

��x� � �
p
�����x��

p
�����x�� � � ��� ������

Rather than thinking of the feature space as an l� space� we can alternatively

represent it as the Hilbert space Hk containing all linear combinations of the

functions f��� � k�xi� �� �xi � C�� To ensure that the map � � C � Hk� which

in this case is de	ned as

��x� � k�x� ��� ����	�

satis	es ������� we need to endow Hk with a suitable dot product h�� �i� In view of

the de	nition of �� this dot product needs to satisfy

hk�x� ��� k�y� ��i � k�x�y�� ����
�

which amounts to saying that k is a reproducing kernel for Hk� For a Mercer kernelReproducing

Kernel ������� such a dot product does exist� Since k is symmetric� the �i �i � �� � � � � NF �

can be chosen to be orthogonal with respect to the dot product in L��C�� i�e�

��j � �n�L��C� � jn� using the Kronecker jn� From this� we can construct h�� �i
such that

h
p
�j�j �

p
�n�ni � jn� ������

Substituting ������ into ������ then proves the desired equality �for further details�

see chapter � and Aronszajn ������� Wahba ������ Girosi ������� Sch�olkopf ��������

Besides ������� SV practicioners use sigmoid kernels

k�x�y� � tanh���x � y� � !� ������

for suitable values of gain � and threshold ! �cf� chapter ��� and radial basis function

kernels� as for instance �Aizerman et al�� ����� Boser et al�� ����� Sch�olkopf et al��

����b�

k�x�y� � exp
��kx� yk���� ���

�
� ������
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Figure ��� The idea of SV machines� map the training data nonlinearly into a

higher�dimensional feature space via �� and construct a separating hyperplane with

maximum margin there� This yields a nonlinear decision boundary in input space�

By the use of a kernel function ������� it is possible to compute the separating

hyperplane without explicitly carrying out the map into the feature space�

with � 	 �� Note that when using Gaussian kernels� for instance� the feature space

Hk thus contains all superpositions of Gaussians on C �plus limit points�� whereas

by de	nition of � ������� only single bumps k�x� �� do have pre�images under ��

��� Support Vector Machines

To construct SV machines� one computes an optimal hyperplane in feature space�

To this end� we substitute ��xi� for each training example xi� The weight vector

�cf� ������� then becomes an expansion in feature space� and will thus typically no

more correspond to the image of a single vector from input space �cf� Sch�olkopf

et al� �����c� for a formula how to compute the pre�image if it exists�� Since all

patterns only occur in dot products� one can substitute Mercer kernels k for the

dot products �Boser et al�� ����� Guyon et al�� ����� leading to decision functions

of the more general form �cf� �������Decision

Function

f�x� � sgn

�
�X

i��

yi�i � ���x� � ��xi�� � b

�

� sgn

�
�X

i��

yi�i � k�x�xi� � b

�
������

and the following quadratic program �cf� ��������

maximize W ��� �

�X
i��

�i � �

�

�X
i�j��

�i�jyiyjk�xi�xj� ������

subject to �i 	 �� i � �� � � � � �� and

�X
i��

�iyi � �� ������
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Figure ��� Example of a Support Vector classi	er found by using a radial basis

function kernel k�x�y� � exp��kx�yk��� Both coordinate axes range from �� to ���

Circles and disks are two classes of training examples� the middle line is the decision

surface� the outer lines precisely meet the constraint ������� Note that the Support

Vectors found by the algorithm �marked by extra circles� are not centers of clusters�

but examples which are critical for the given classi	cation task� Grey values code

the modulus of the argument
P

�

i
� yi�i � k�x�xi� � b of the decision function ������

�From Sch�olkopf et al� �����a�� see also Burges ��������

In practice� a separating hyperplane may not exist� e�g� if a high noise level causes a

large overlap of the classes� To allow for the possibility of examples violating �������Soft Margin

Hyperplane one introduces slack variables �Cortes and Vapnik� ����� Vapnik� �����

�i 	 �� i � �� � � � � �� ������

along with relaxed constraints

yi � ��w � xi� � b� 	 �� �i� i � �� � � � � �� ������

A classi	er which generalizes well is then found by controlling both the classi	er

capacity �via kwk� and the number of training errors� minimizing the objective

function

��w� �� �
�

�
kwk� � C

�X
i��

�i ����	�

subject to the constraints ����� and ������ for some value of the constant C 	 �

determining the trade�o
� Here and below� we use boldface greek letters as a

shorthand for corresponding vectors � � ���� � � � � ���� Incorporating kernels� and
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rewriting it in terms of Lagrange multipliers� this again leads to the problem of

maximizing ����� subject to the constraints

� � �i � C� i � �� � � � � �� and

�X
i��

�iyi � �� ����
�

The only di
erence from the separable case is the upper bound C on the Lagrange

multipliers �i� This way� the in"uence of the individual patterns �which could

always be outliers� gets limited� As above� the solution takes the form ������

The threshold b can be computed by exploiting the fact that for all SVs xi with

�i � C� the slack variable �i is zero �this again follows from the Karush�Kuhn�

Tucker complementarity conditions�� and hence

�X
j��

yj�j � k�xi�xj� � b � yi� ������

If one uses an optimizer that works with the double dual �e�g� Vanderbei� ������ one

can also recover the value of the primal variable b directly from the corresponding

double dual variable�

��� Support Vector Regression

The concept of the margin is speci	c to pattern recognition� To generalize the SV

algorithm to regression estimation �Vapnik� ������ an analogue of the margin is

constructed in the space of the target values y �note that in regression� we have

y � R� by using Vapnik�s ��insensitive loss function �	gure ����

jy � f�x�j� �� maxf�� jy � f�x�j � �g� ������

To estimate a linear regression

f�x� � �w � x� � b ������

with precision �� one minimizes

�

�
kwk� � C

�X
i��

jyi � f�xi�j�� ������

Written as a constrained optimization problem� this reads �Vapnik� ������

minimize ��w� �� ��� �
�

�
kwk� � C

�X
i��

��i � ��i � ������

subject to ��w � xi� � b�� yi � � � �i ������

yi � ��w � xi� � b� � � � ��i ������

�i� �
�

i 	 � ������
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Figure ��� In SV regression� a desired accuracy � is speci	ed a priori� One then

attempts to 	t a tube with radius � to the data� The trade�o
 between model

complexity and points lying outside of the tube �with positive slack variables �� is

determined by minimizing ������

for all i � �� � � � � �� Note that according to ������ and ������� any error smaller

than � does not require a nonzero �i or ��i � and hence does not enter the objective

function ������

Generalization to nonlinear regression estimation is carried out using kernel

functions� in complete analogy to the case of pattern recognition� Introducing

Lagrange multipliers� one thus arrives at the following optimization problem� for

C 	 �� � 	 � chosen a priori�

maximize W ������ � ��
�X

i��

���i � �i� �

�X
i��

���i � �i�yi

��

�

�X
i�j��

���i � �i���
�

j � �j�k�xi�xj� ����	�

subject to � � �i� �
�

i � C� i � �� � � � � �� and
�X

i��

��i � ��i � � �� ����
�

The regression estimate takes the formRegression

Function

f�x� �

�X
i��

���i � �i�k�xi�x� � b� ������

where b is computed using the fact that ������ becomes an equality with �i � � if

� � �i � C� and ������ becomes an equality with ��i � � if � � ��i � C�

Several extensions of this algorithm are possible� From an abstract point of view�

we just need some target function which depends on the vector �w� �� �cf� �������

There are multiple degrees of freedom for constructing it� including some freedom

how to penalize� or regularize� di
erent parts of the vector� and some freedom how

to use the kernel trick� For instance� more general loss functions can be used for
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�� leading to problems that can still be solved e#ciently �Smola and Sch�olkopf�

����b� Smola et al�� ����a�� Moreover� norms other than the ��norm k�k can be

used to regularize the solution �cf� chapters �� and ���� Yet another example is

that polynomial kernels can be incorporated which consist of multiple layers� such

that the 	rst layer only computes products within certain speci	ed subsets of the

entries of w �Sch�olkopf et al�� ����d��

Finally� the algorithm can be modi	ed such that � need not be speci	ed a priori�

Instead� one speci	es an upper bound � � � � � on the fraction of points allowed

to lie outside the tube �asymptotically� the number of SVs� and the corresponding

� is computed automatically� This is achieved by using as primal objective function

�

�
kwk� � C

�
��� �

�X
i��

jyi � f�xi�j�
�

������

instead of ������� and treating � 	 � as a parameter that we minimize over

�Sch�olkopf et al�� ����a��

Σ

. . .

output    σ (Σ υi k (x,xi))

weightsυ1 υ2  υm

. . .

. . .

test vector x

support vectors x1 ... xn

mapped vectors Φ(xi), Φ(x)Φ(x) Φ(xn)

dot product (Φ(x).Φ(xi)) =  k (x,xi)( . ) ( . ) ( . )

Φ(x1) Φ(x2)

        σ ( )

Figure ��� Architecture of SV machines� The input x and the Support Vectors

xi are nonlinearly mapped �by �� into a feature space F � where dot products are

computed� By the use of the kernel k� these two layers are in practice computed in

one single step� The results are linearly combined by weights �i� found by solving

a quadratic program �in pattern recognition� �i � yi�i� in regression estimation�

�i � ��i � �i�� The linear combination is fed into the function 	 �in pattern

recognition� 	�x� � sgn�x� b�� in regression estimation� 	�x� � x� b��
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��� Empirical Results� Implementations� and Further Developments

Having described the basics of SV machines� we now summarize empirical 	ndings

and theoretical developments which were to follow� We cannot report all contri�

butions that have advanced the state of the art in SV learning since the time the

algorithm was 	rst proposed� Not even the present book can do this job� let alone

a single section� Presently� we merely give a concise overview�

By the use of kernels� the optimal margin classi	er was turned into a classi	er

which became a serious competitor of high�performance classi	ers� Surprisingly�

it was noticed that when di
erent kernel functions are used in SV machines

�speci	cally� ������� ������ and ������� they lead to very similar classi	cation

accuracies and SV sets �Sch�olkopf et al�� ������ In this sense� the SV set seems

to characterize �or compress� the given task in a manner which up to a certain

degree is independent of the type of kernel �i�e� the type of classi	er� used�

Initial work at AT$T Bell Labs focused on OCR �optical character recognition��

a problem where the two main issues are classi	cation accuracy and classi	cation

speed� Consequently� some e
ort went into the improvement of SV machines on

these issues� leading to the Virtual SV method for incorporating prior knowledge

about transformation invariances by transforming SVs� and the Reduced Set method

for speeding up classi	cation� This way� SV machines became competitive with the

best available classi	ers on both OCR and object recognition tasks �Sch�olkopf et al��

����a� Burges� ����� Burges and Sch�olkopf� ����� Sch�olkopf� ������ Two years later�

the above are still topics of ongoing research� as shown by chapter �� and �Sch�olkopf

et al�� ����b�� proposing alternative Reduced Set methods� as well as by chapter �

and �Sch�olkopf et al�� ����d�� constructing kernel functions which incorporate prior

knowledge about a given problem�

Another initial weakness of SV machines� less apparent in OCR applications

which are characterized by low noise levels� was that the size of the quadratic

programming problem scaled with the number of Support Vectors� This was due

to the fact that in ����� the quadratic part contained at least all SVs � the

common practice was to extract the SVs by going through the training data in

chunks while regularly testing for the possibility that some of the patterns that

were initially not identi	ed as SVs turn out to become SVs at a later stage

�note that without chunking� the size of the matrix would be � � �� where �

is the number of all training examples�� What happens if we have a high�noise

problem� In this case� many of the slack variables �i will become nonzero� and

all the corresponding examples will become SVs� For this case� a decomposition

algorithm was proposed �Osuna et al�� ����a�� which is based on the observation

that not only can we leave out the non�SV examples �i�e� the xi with �i � ��

from the current chunk� but also some of the SVs� especially those that hit the

upper boundary �i�e� �i � C�� In fact� one can use chunks which do not even

contain all SVs� and maximize over the corresponding sub�problems� Chapter ��

explores an extreme case� where the sub�problems are chosen so small that one
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can solve them analytically� Most of the current implementations use larger sub�

problems� and employ some quadratic optimizer to solve these problems� Among

the optimizers used are LOQO �Vanderbei� ������ MINOS �Murtagh and Saunders�

����� and variants of conjugate gradient descent� such as the optimizers of Bottou

�cf� Saunders et al�� ����� and Burges ������� Several public domain SV packages

and optimizers are listed on the web page http�%%svm�	rst�gmd�de� For more details

on the optimization problem� see chapters ��� ��� and ���

Once the SV algorithm had been generalized to regression� researchers started

applying it to various problems of estimating real�valued functions� Very good

results were obtained on the Boston housing benchmark �Drucker et al� ������ and

chapter ���� and on problems of times series prediction �see M�uller et al� �������

Mukherjee et al� ������� as well as chapters � and ���� Moreover� the SV method

was applied to the solution of inverse function estimation problems �Vapnik et al�

������� cf� chapters  and ����

On the theoretical side� the least understood part of the SV algorithm initially

was the precise role of the kernel� and how a certain kernel choice would in"uence

the generalization ability� In that respect� the connection to regularization theory

provided some insight� For kernel�based function expansions� one can show �Smola

and Sch�olkopf� ����b� that given a regularization operator P mapping the functions

of the learning machine into some dot product space� the problem of minimizing

the regularized risk

Rreg�f � � Remp�f � �
�

�
kPfk� ������

�with a regularization parameter � 	 �� can be written as a constrained optimiza�

tion problem� For particular choices of the loss function� it further reduces to a

SV type quadratic programming problem� The latter thus is not speci	c to SV

machines� but is common to a much wider class of approaches� What gets lost in

the general case� however� is the fact that the solution can usually be expressed in

terms of a small number of SVs �cf� also Girosi ������� who establishes a connection

between SV machines and basis pursuit denoising �Chen et al�� ������� This speci	c

feature of SV machines is due to the fact that the type of regularization and the

class of functions that the estimate is chosen from are intimately related �Girosi

et al�� ���� Smola and Sch�olkopf� ����a� Smola et al�� ����c�� the SV algorithm is

equivalent to minimizing the regularized risk on the set of functions

f�x� �
X
i

�ik�xi�x� � b� ������

provided that k and P are interrelated by

k�xi�xj� � ��Pk��xi� �� � �Pk��xj � ��� � ������

To this end� k is chosen as a Green�s function of P �P � for in that case� the right

hand side of ����� equals �k�xi� �� � �P �Pk��xj � ��� � �k�xi� �� � xj ���� � k�xi�xj��

For instance� an RBF kernel thus corresponds to regularization with a functional

containing a speci	c di
erential operator�
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In SV machines� the kernel thus plays a dual role� 	rstly� it determines the class

of functions ������ that the solution is taken from� secondly� via ������ the kernel

determines the type of regularization that is used� The next question� naturally�

is what type of regularization �i�e� kernel� we should use in order to get the best

generalization performance � this is treated in chapter ��

We conclude this section by noticing that the kernel method for computing dot

products in feature spaces is not restricted to SV machines� Indeed� it has been used

in ���� to develop nonlinear generalizations of algorithms such as PCA �chapter ����

and a number of researchers have followed this example�

��	 Notation

We conclude the introduction with a list of symbols which are used throughout the

book� unless stated otherwise�

R the set of reals

N the set of natural numbers

k Mercer kernel

F feature space

N dimensionality of input space

xi input patterns

yi target values� or �in pattern recognition� classes

� number of training examples

w weight vector

b constant o
set �or threshold�

h VC dimension

� parameter of the ��insensitive loss function

�i Lagrange multiplier

� vector of all Lagrange multipliers

�i slack variables

Q Hessian of the quadratic program

�x � y� dot product between patterns x and y

k�k ��norm �Euclidean distance�� kxk ��
p

�x � x�

ln logarithm to base e

log� logarithm to base �
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The overall structure of this collection mirrors the development of SV learning as a

	eld� We start with theory� then move on to implementations� to applications� and

conclude with extensions of the original algorithm� We now give a brief roadmap

of what the respective chapters are about�

��� Theory

Just as this collection of chapters should start with the theoretical ones� there

is a natural beginning to the theoretical part� We start with Vladimir Vapnik�

who can be singled out for his contributions to both the general development

of the 	eld and in particular of SV machines� His chapter on Three Remarks

on the Support Vector Method of Function Estimation gives a concisechapter 

authoritative account of the conceptual basis of SV machines� and explains an idea

for improving generalization ability by taking into account the test points �but

not their labels� during training �he calls this method transduction�� Moreover� he

shows how classical problems of statistics� such as conditional density estimation

and conditional probability estimation� can be dealt with by treating them as inverse

problems to be solved with SV methods� This approach is very much in line with his

philosophy to solve the problem that one is interested in directly� rather than trying

to solve harder problems as intermediate steps �e�g� by estimating a conditional

density as the ratio of two estimated densities��

The seminal work of Vapnik� Chervonenkis and others has sparked a whole re�

search 	eld which studies the generalization ability of learning machines using vari�

ous capacity concepts and di
erent ways to make predictions about the accuracy of

learning machines� Peter Bartlett and John�Shawe�Taylor� two leading researchers

in this 	eld� give a comprehensive discussion of the Generalization Performance

of Support Vector Machines and Other Pattern Classi�ers� To this end�chapter �

they undertook the work of translating a variety of results from the learning the�

ory community into a language that should be comprehensible to the emerging SV

community� In particular� they describe the e
ect of large margins� crucial to SV

machines� on the performance of classi	ers� The same aspect is discussed by Nello

Cristianini and John Shawe�Taylor in their work on Bayesian Voting Schemes

and Large Margin Classi�ers� Their accomplishment lies in the fact that theychapter �
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have established a potentially very fruitful link to another 	eld of machine learning

which has recently attracted considerable attention� namely the 	eld of Bayesian

methods�

SV machines� and other kernel based methods� did not emerge in a vacuum� In

particular� reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces �RKHS� provide a natural framework

for SVMs� and show clearly how SVMs relate to other RKHS approaches� a point

emphasized by Grace Wahba in Support Vector Machines� Reproducing

Kernel Hilbert Spaces and the Randomized GACV� SVMs thus appearchapter �

naturally when one chooses an appropriate likelihood functional in well known�

penalized likelihood methods� In all such approaches� two �additive� terms appear

in the objective function� a term that penalizes errors� and one that acts as a

regularizer �and which� by the way� is also the norm of a vector in the RKHS��

Loosely speaking� the latter is used to control the capacity� or variance� of the

resulting learning machine� A critical choice is that of the trade�o
 between the

size of the error penalty term versus that of the regularization ��smoothing�� term�

The Generalized Approximate Cross Validation technique of Xiang and Wahba

������ is one such approach� Here� Wahba shows how the GACV method may be

adapted to some support vector machines� thus giving one possible answer to some

of the questions raised by practicioners �e�g� in chapter ����

The following paper� Chris Burges�s Geometry and Invariance in Kernel

Based Methods� locks in on the kernel function and studies it in considerablechapter �

detail� It consists of two parts� The 	rst part explores the geometry of the manifold

corresponding to the image of the input space under the kernel mapping� This

leads to several interesting results� for example� the manifolds corresponding to

homogeneous degree p polynomial kernels� acting on N dimensional data� are "at

for N � � for all p� but have non�vanishing curvature for all N 	 � and p 	 ��

In the second part� the problem of adding local invariance to general kernel�based

methods is discussed� using translation invariance in pixel images as a concrete

example�

As described in the introduction� the VC dimension is the coarsest capacity

concept of VC theory� Other concepts� such as the VC entropy or the Growth

function� lead to tighter bounds on the generalization error� and could thus lead

to more accurate tuning of learning machines� However� these concepts have so

far either been believed to be hard to evaluate� or they have been neglected

completely� The latter led to the belief that VC theory necessarily only gives

bounds which disregard the actual structure of the problem at hand� and that the

VC bounds �e�g� ������ are so far from the actual behaviour of learning machines

that they are useless� However� the utility of the bounds strongly depends on the

capacity concepts used� and on the accuracy with which these concepts can be

computed� In his contribution On the Annealed VC Entropy for Margin

Classi�ers� A Statistical Mechanics Study� Manfred Opper has accomplishedchapter �

the technically demanding job of computing a problem�dependent capacity measure

for margin classi	ers� for Gaussian input distribution� To this end� sophisticated

methods from the statistical physics approach to learning theory had to be applied�
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The dependence on the underlying distribution can lead to very precise capacity

measures� This dependence is thus a strength of Opper�s approach� however� his

results strictly rely on the assumption of Gaussianity in the space where the

hyperplane is constructed� i�e� in the feature space� Now suppose we do not want to

make any such assumption� and still want to use a capacity concept which is more

accurate than the VC dimension� Then we are essentially left with the Growth

function or related concepts derived from taking suprema over covering numbers of

function classes� This� again� had previously been considered too hard a quantity to

compute� Bob Williamson et al�� however� show that by considering the inverse of

this quantity� the entropy numbers of suitably de	ned operators� one can tackle this

problem� Crucial in an SV context� their work on Entropy Numbers� Operators

and Support Vector Kernels takes into account the e
ect of the kernel� thuschapter �

marrying the two main ingredients of SV machines � capacity control and the

kernel mapping� Their hope is that this will indicate how to select the right kernel

for a given problem�

��� Implementations

Despite the fact that the perceptron was invented in the sixties� interest in feed

forward neural networks only took o
 in the eighties� due largely to a new training

algorithm �actually invented by Werbos ������� and rediscovered by several authors

in the eighties� cf� M�uller and Reinhardt �������� Backpropagation is conceptually

simple and� perhaps more important� easy to implement� We believe that research

into Support Vector Machines and related topics has been similarly hampered by the

fact that training requires solving a quadratic programming problem� which� unless

one happens to have a good QP package available� is a notoriously di#cult business�

In Solving the Quadratic Programming Problem Arising in Support

Vector Classi�cation� Linda Kaufman provides a review of the state of the art�chapter ��

and several valuable tips for the budding QP �programmer�� A key point is to

match the algorithm used to the problem at hand� For example� a largely separable�

low noise problem will usually result in few support vectors� it then makes sense

to use an algorithm that attempts to keep most of the Lagrange multipliers at

zero� For very noisy problems� where most of the training data become support

vectors� it makes more sense to consider approaches where most �or all� of the

Lagrange multipliers are non�zero� such as interior point methods� One can also

take advantage� in the high noise case� of the fact that many multipliers will be

at their upper bound� this can be used� for example� to speed up core matrix

multiplications�

Thorsten Joachims�s contribution on Making Large�Scale Support Vector

Machine Learning Practical is a hands�on approach to make chunk trainingchapter ��

work for large�scale real world problems� It builds on the idea of Osuna et al� �����a�

to split up the training set into small chunks and optimize only those variables

while keeping the others 	xed� The di#culty� however� consists in choosing a good
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subset� Joachims gives a selection rule based on a linearization of the objective

function similar to the work of Zoutendijk ������� Yet even more can be gained by

e
ectively restraining the subset of variables which are considered for chunking and

taking into account the contribution of the other �then 	xed� samples by modifying

the overall linear and constant terms of the problem� This is both advantageous

for data sets with low noise and data sets containing a large number of errors�

An extensive experimental section� including text classi	cation problems �in this

domain� SVMs have been reported to exhibit excellent performance� cf� Joachims

������� Dumais �������� backs the e
ect of these �and other� heuristics� Using tricks

like kernel caching� Joachims reports examples where his method performs even

faster than John Platt�s latest algorithm� In Fast Training of Support Vector

Machines using Sequential Minimal Optimization� SVMs may have foundchapter ��

their backprop� Here is an algorithm that is easy to understand� easy to implement

�the chapter even lists pseudocode�� and trains an order of magnitude faster �in

some cases� than a conjugate�gradient implementation of a QP optimizer� It is our

hope that� due to its simplicity and speed� this algorithm will make SVMs accessible

to a much larger group of users� and that the encouraging results will withstand the

test of a wide range of data sets� Additionally� it seems likely that the algorithm

can be modi	ed to handle the case of regression estimation� Note also that it is

expected that by using caching of kernel evaluations� it will be possible to further

improve the speed of the algorithm�

��� Applications

Following these three chapters on SV implementations� we have three interesting

papers on applications� Davide Mattera and Simon Haykin use Support Vector

Machines for Dynamic Reconstruction of a Chaotic System� Also thechapters �� ��

chapter of Klaus M�uller et al�� Using Support Vector Machines for Time

Series Prediction� employs SV regression for reconstruction of a chaotic system

and time series prediction� Both works explore the use of di
erent loss functions�

most notably ones which are designed in the spirit of Huber�s robust statistics

�Huber� ������ The chapters contain thorough experimental analyses on prediction

problems� obtaining strong results� M�uller et al� compare the SVM approach with

that of RBF networks with adaptive centers and widths� a powerful technique

for which they also give a useful� self�contained description� The results � a

��& improvement over the best known results on the Santa Fe time series set D

benchmark � are clearly a strong endorsement of the approach� However� there are

plenty of opportunities for further improvements� For example� how can one make

the RBF centers adaptive� in the SVM approach� How can one best choose the SVM

error penalty and regression tube sizes� Should one allow di
erent error penalties for

di
erent input data �thus weighting di
erent pieces of the time series di
erently��

or allow varying tube sizes� These are all areas of active investigation� The chapters

discuss these questions� and propose methods and heuristics for selecting the SV
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machine parameters C and �� Nevertheless� a fair amount of theoretical work

remains to be done on these issues�

The following chapter� dealing with Pairwise Classi�cation and Support

Vector Machines� describes application�oriented work on the optical characterchapter ��

recognition �OCR� problem that already served as a testbed in the beginnings of

SV research �Cortes and Vapnik� ����� Sch�olkopf et al�� ������ In it� Ulrich Kre'el

gives an experimental investigation of multi�class pattern recognition by means of

pairwise classi	cation� This way� he was able to set a new record on the standard

OCR benchmark that he and his colleagues at Daimler�Benz Research had used

for a number of years� The question whether this is due to the use of SVMs in

general� or due to his speci	c pairwise approach� cannot be answered conclusively

at present� In any case� the pairwise method seems an interesting direction for

research� especially on large databases�

��� Extensions

For applications where the time it takes to compute a prediction is critical� one

needs methods for simplifying the representation of the estimated function� In their

contribution on Reducing the Run�time Complexity in Support Vector

Machines� Edgar Osuna and Federico Girosi describe three such methods� Theychapter ��

start by summarizing the so�called reduced set technique� which has been shown

to yield substantial speed�ups in OCR applications �Burges� ����� Burges and

Sch�olkopf� ������ Following this� they describe two novel methods� First� they

propose the use of SV regression to approximate SV expansions using a smaller

number of terms� Second� they reformulate the training problem such that it

automatically produces expansions which are more sparse� while yielding the same

solution� Their methods� which are experimentally validated� are of particular use

in situations where many of the Lagrange multipliers hit the upper boundary� such

as in noisy applications�

The chapter Support Vector Regression with ANOVA Decompositionchapter ��

Kernels� contributed by Mark Stitson et al�� considers one particular kernel func�

tion� generating the ANOVA decompositions known from classical statistics in an

e#cient way� Encouraging experimental results on the Boston housing real�world

regression problem are reported�

In Support Vector Density Estimation� Jason Weston et al� propose SVchapter ��

algorithms for SV density estimation� This is done by considering the problem of

density estimation as a problem of solving a linear integral equation� the integral

over the density is the distribution function� and the data can be used to give

an empirical distribution function� The problem of density estimation di
ers from

the regression problem in several ways� one of them being that the estimated

density is required to be positive� These di#culties lead the authors to propose

several modi	cations of the SV algorithm� using linear programming techniques�

dictionaries of kernels� and di
erent loss functions�
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In Combining Support Vector and Mathematical Programming Meth�

ods for Classi�cation� Kristin Bennett relates the two domains of Mathematicalchapter ��

Programming and Support Vector Classi	cation� By doing so� she is able to con�

struct SV decision trees� Moreover� she analyses a regularization term which is new

to the SV 	eld� similar in construction to the one introduced in chapter �� for den�

sity estimation� This is a potentially very fruitful approach as it may lead to linear

programming algorithms that could be solved with lower computational cost� The

method is extended to multicategory classi	cation� and should be compared to the

ones of Weston and Watkins ������ and chapter ��� The 	nal section presents an

extension of the standard SV algorithm to the case of transduction �cf� chapter ��

It is shown empirically that overall optimization of the margin can lead to improved

results�

The book concludes with a chapter which uses one of the main ideas of SV

learning and transfers it to a rather di
erent domain of learning� Using the kernel

trick� Bernhard Sch�olkopf et al� generalized one of the most widely used algorithms

for unsupervised data analysis� linear principal component analysis� to the nonlinear

case� obtaining Kernel Principal Component Analysis� Experimental resultschapter ��

show that this leads to powerful nonlinear feature extractors�
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